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1. AC15 .F6
AC15: A collection monographs, essays, or other writings by several authors in two or more modern
languages.
.F6:
This cutter number is based on main entry, main author John Fiske. First letter F, number 6
represents the letter i. The cutter table we are using has i as the number 5, not 6. The cataloger may
have used a different table or they may have fudged the number to make it a unique call number based
on what was owned by the library at the time of cataloging.
2. HD66 .V555 2004
HD66: A general work on teams in the workplace as a part of managing labor.
.V555: Based on main entry ‐‐ in this case, the title since this is an edited work. First letter V from the
word Virtual starts the cutter number. The first 5 refers to the letter i. The second and third 5s refer to
the letters r and t respectively, though the cutter table we are using does not assign 5s to these letters
(the table calls for the use of 7s).
2004: The book was published in 2004.
3. HC106.8 .S636 1983
HC106.8: A book about United states economic history and conditions covering dates between 1981
and 1993.
.S636:
Based on main entry ‐‐ in this case, the title since this is an edited work. First letter S from the
word Social starts the cutter number. 6 stands for the letter o (m‐p on the table), 3 stands for c (a‐d on
the table), and the last 6 stands for i (though the table calls for for a 5).
1983: The book was published in 1983.
4. HT178.F72 P345 1995
HT178: A book about urban renewal for a country other than the United States (in this case France,
which is defined in the first cutter number).
.F72: This cutter number is based on the word France, the country the book addresses. F is the first
letter in France, 7 stands for the r (correct according to the table), and 2 stands for a (though the table
calls for a 3).
P345: This second cutter number is for Paris, the city in France that the book is about. P is the first
letter in Paris, 3 stands for the a (a‐d on the table), 4 stands for r (inconsistent with the table), and 5
stands for the I (i‐l on the table).
1995: The book was published in 1995.
5. Z665.2.C2 A66 1997
Z665.2: This item is about library and/or information science in a particular region or country (in this
case Canada as defined by the first cutter number).
.C2:
This cutter number is based on the word Canada, the country the book addresses. C is the first
letter in Canada and 2 stands for the a (different than the table).
A66: This cutter number is based on main entry, main author Richard Apostle. The A is the first letter
in Apostle. The two 6s stand for the p and o, respectively (both are consistent with the table).
1997: The book was published in 1997.

